HOLE BY HOLE DESCRIPTION
#1- The opening hole at ONE CLUB calls for an accurate tee shot favoring the left side to
avoid the water down the right. The approach is typically a short iron to a small contoured
green.
#2- Crossing our beautiful bridge to the first par 3. This hole is a forced carry if you take
on the pin, however there is a bailout left. Club selection is critical as there is not much
depth to the green. Strike it solidly because water lurks short, right, and long here.
#3- Being the only par 5 on the course and it is imperative find the fairway to set up a
birdie attempt. Following a well-placed tee shot to a fairly large fairway, you will have a
decision to make. Being a shorter par 5, eagle is in grasp but bail out left or right of the
green and you’re staring at bogey or worse. Laying up puts a wedge in your hand to a
manageable green.
#4 – Don’t let the yardage fool you, club selection is important on this short but
challenging par 3. On top of being a forced carry, being below the pin is ideal with this
green sloping from back to front.
#5- This hole looks benign to the first-time player, but many a golfer has walked away
from this very short par four with bogey or worse. With two large fairway bunkers and all
along the right side, a long iron or fairway wood good will leave you with a short iron in to a
two-tiered green.
#6- From the back tee, you’re tee shot must start online as trees act as a shoot on both
sides. Being a shorter par 4, there is risk/reward here as well. The green is guarded by
bunkers on all sides so whether going for it from the tee or from the approach, accuracy is
key.
#7- Hole 7 is a beautiful yet challenging hole which tests the player’s accuracy from start
to finish. Miss your tee shot left and it may leave you an awkward bunker shot. With the
largest and arguably the toughest green on the course, distance control should be precise
to ensure the best attempt at birdie.
#8- Eight is a fun slight dogleg left with plenty of real estate for the tee ball. Although the
tee shot is arguably the easiest on the course, the green is also one of the smallest. Be
sure to hit your approach with some loft as the front of the green tends to bound the ball
towards the back of the green: however, don’t forget to carry the bunkers short and right.
#9- Don’t let the spectacular view fool you, hole 9 is the toughest hole on the course. A
forced carry tee shot to a tight fairway simply calls for precision in order to avoid water
right and out of bounds left. Leaving it short of the bunker at the end of the fairway leaves
a mid-iron into a treacherous green. Although there is water short, right and long, the
objective should be to stay below the hole here as some putts can get away from you
quickly.
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